
U S E R  G U I D E



Video analytics and Deep Learning Video Analytics 
work in different ways and are therefore suitable to 
different surveillance situations; this guide will take you 
through Video Analytics. 

Video Analytics technology works by analysing the pixel 
values in the image to detect moving objects  
and then triggers an event when the detected  
moving object alters the pixel values of set criteria;  
for example, when the pixel values change in a  
pre-defined area by a detected object moving into 
that area an event will be triggered. 

An event trigger can then be configured to send 
alarms and notifications. Each Video Analytics system 
will operate differently and at Videcon we have 
implemented a number of measures to help reduce 
false alarms from Concept Pro recorders. 

These measures are explained here and are important 
to understand before setting up your Video Analytics.



Object Detection Criteria 

To help improve accuracy the system will only start tracking 
an object if it’s continuously moving for at least a few frames, 
generally around 1 second.

Once an object is in motion for a few frames the video 
analytics will track the object; once an object that is being 
tracked hits the set criteria, whether that be entering an area, 
crossing a line, loitering etc an event will then be triggered 
which can be set to send an alarm through the recorder, via 
emails or through mobile push notifications.

This is important to consider when setting up the area or line.  
If the area is set up to fit the whole image or a line is set up 
right on the edge of the image then the system will not have 
the opportunity to detect the object and the system will not 
trigger an alarm.

Menu>System Setup>Camera>VA Setup.  

Select a desired channel that supports VA and change 
ACTIVATION to <ON>.



Event Trigger 

To help improve the accuracy of the alarms received you can 
configure the criteria required to trigger an event; such as setting 
a line to be crossed and defining which direction, or both, must 
be crossed for an alarm to be triggered or setting an area and 
defining if an alarm is to be triggered if a moving object enters or 
exits the area.

Whereas most systems will trigger an event if any part of the 
moving detected object meets the criteria set the Concept 
Pro system allows you to configure this. 

You can choose whether the alarm will be triggered if the 
centre point or the ground point of the object has hit the 
criteria set. For example, you can tell the system to only trigger 
when the centre point of an object enters an area.  
This is designed to reduce false alarms caused by movements 
in tree and other background items.

Menu>System Setup>Camera>VA Setup.  Select a desired 
channel that supports VA and change ACTIVATION to <ON>.

Select the OPTION tab to review VA options that adjust how a 
VA Event is detected.

Event Notification 

You can tell the system to send an alarm or notification once 
an event has been triggered against your set criteria to 

• Set off a buzzer at the recorder 

• Send an email 

• Send a mobile push notification

• Send a camera to preset position.



Scheduling 

Video Analytics can be set to a schedule so events will only be 
triggered, and notifications will only be received during desired 
times of the day and days of the week.

Menu>System Setup>Camera>VA Setup

Select the SCHEDULE tab to configure a specific schedule for 
VA to be active. VA is set to 24/7 by default. 

From the drop-down menu, select a day of the week.  
Click and drag the mouse across the timescale to select 
whether VA will be activated for the selected blocks of time for 
each channel. 

Click <APPLY> to save the settings. Navigate to a different day 
of the week and configure as desired.



Calibration Wizard 

To improve the accuracy of the video analytics there is the 
optional calibration wizard; this wizard gives the camera a 
sense of depth by calculating the install height and angle. 
This is done by moving 5 shapes into the image through the 
recorder, then inputting the height of each object. 

The system will then calculate the cameras installation height 
and angle.

It is recommended the installation height of the camera 
is between 2 and 10 meters and the tilt of the camera is 
between 15º and 70º.

Menu>System Setup>Camera>VA Setup

Select a desired channel that supports VA and change 
ACTIVATION to <ON>.



Calibration Wizard - (cont) 

Navigate to the CALIBRATION tab to begin calibrating the 
selected channel. 

This can be performed by clicking ADD to create and position 
icons of confirmed height at various points in the field of view 
to help calibrate the camera installation and allow for size/
speed filtering. 

This can be done by having a person stand at various points in 
the field of view, pausing the video, and dragging the icons to 
fit the size of the person. 

Setting five icons is recommended for optimal performance. 
Calibration is not required, but it is recommended for optimal 
VA detection accuracy.



Video Analytics Rules 

The following rules are available with  
Concept Pro Video Analytics: 

Line Crossing 

Area Intrusion 

Removed Object Detection 

Loitering Detection 

Region Enter & Stop 

Object Counter 



Line Crossing 

A line can be drawn on the image and an event will be 
triggered when a detected moving object crosses the line.
This can be set to either bidirectional or just one direction 
meaning an event will only occur if the line is crossed from the 
direction set. Remember when setting the line to ensure there 
is enough area for the video analytics to detect the moving 
object before the line is crossed.

Menu>System Setup>Camera>VA Setup.  Select a desired 
channel that supports VA and change ACTIVATION to <ON>.

In the RULE tab, click ADD to add a new VA rule. Select LINE 
and whether the rule should detect FORWARD DIRECTION, 
REVERSE DIRECTION, or BOTH. Click NEXT.

Click the handles of the line and drag to the desired area. 
Configure the rule name, display colour, event direction 
criteria, and object filtering criteria (if calibration has been 
performed). Click OK.

If any changes need to be made, select the rule from the Rule 
List and click MODIFY. When finished, click <APPLY> to save.



Area Intrusion  

An area in the image can be set and an event will be 
triggered when a detected moving object enters or leaves 
that area. With area entry the event notification will occur 
when the area has been entered and another event will 
only occur when a detected moving object enters the area 
again.For example, if one moving object enters the area 
and stays within the area then one event will occur, and one 
alarm will be sent. If the same moving object enters the area, 
leaves the area and re enters then two events will occur and 
two alarms will be received.

Remember when setting the line to ensure there is enough 
area for the video analytics to detect the moving object 
before the area is intruded.

Menu>System Setup>Camera>VA Setup.  Select a desired 
channel that supports VA and change ACTIVATION to <ON>.

In the RULE tab, click ADD to add a new VA rule. Select AREA and 
whether the rule should detect ENTER, EXIT, or BOTH. Click NEXT.

Click the corners of the box and drag to the desired area. 
Configure the rule name, display colour, and object filtering 
criteria (if calibration has been performed). Click OK.

If any changes need to be made, select the rule from the Rule 
List and click MODIFY. When finished, click <APPLY> to save.



Removed Object Detection 

An area in the image can be set and an event will be 
triggered if an object within the area is removed. The system 
looks at the pixel values within the area; when an object 
in the area moves it is detected and tracked as a moving 
object and when this moving object leaves the area an event 
will occur.

Menu>System Setup>Camera>VA Setup.  Select a desired 
channel that supports VA and change ACTIVATION to <ON>.

In the RULE tab, click ADD to add a new VA rule.  
Select AREA and REMOVED. Click Next.

Click the corners of the box and drag to the desired area. 
Configure the rule name, display colour, event detection 
criteria, and object filtering criteria (if calibration has been 
performed). Click OK.

If any changes need to be made, select the rule from the Rule 
List and click MODIFY. When finished, click <APPLY> to save.



Loitering Detection 

Similar to Area Intrusion an area can be set where an event will be 
triggered if a detected moving object enters an area then loiters 
within the area. Loitering is defined as entering and remaining within 
the specified area for a specified dwell time. This dwell time can be 
configured when setting up the Loitering Detection rule. Detected 
moving objects that meet these criteria will trigger an alarm.

For example, if one or a group of moving objects have been 
detected and simultaneously enter the area and do not exit 
before the configured dwell time has elapsed then one event 
will occur. If a separate moving object enters the area and loiters 
whilst the initial object is loitering then another event will occur, 
and an additional alarm will be sent. If the initial moving objects 
leave the area but re-enter and loiter again then another event 
will occur, and an additional alarm will be sent.

Menu>System Setup>Camera>VA Setup.  Select a desired 
channel that supports VA and change ACTIVATION to <ON>.

In the RULE tab, click ADD to add a new VA rule.  
Select AREA and LOITERING. Click Next.

Click the corners of the box and drag to the desired area. Configure 
the rule name, display colour, event detection criteria, and object 
filtering criteria (if calibration has been performed). Click OK.

If any changes need to be made, select the rule from the Rule 
List and click MODIFY. When finished, click <APPLY> to save.



Region Enter & Stop 

Similar to Loitering an area can be set where an event will be 
triggered if a detected moving object enters the area then 
stops.For example, if a detected moving object enters an 
area then stops one event will occur. If that detected moving 
object remains within the area but moves and stops again 
then an additional event will not occur as the area has not 
been re-entered.

Menu>System Setup>Camera>VA Setup.  Select a desired 
channel that supports VA and change ACTIVATION to <ON>.

In the RULE tab, click ADD to add a new VA rule.  
Select AREA and STOPPED. Click Next.

Click the corners of the box and drag to the desired area. 
Configure the rule name, display colour, event detection 
criteria, and object filtering criteria (if calibration has been 
performed). Click OK.

If any changes need to be made, select the rule from the Rule 
List and click MODIFY. When finished, click <APPLY> to save.



Object Counter 

All the above rules can be overlaid with an object counter. 
This will count the number of events that have occurred and 
display this information on the screen. This can be configured 
to send event notifications after a certain number of events 
have occurred and can also be configured so the counter 
resets after a defined number of events occur.

Menu>System Setup>Camera>VA Setup.  Select a desired 
channel that supports VA and change ACTIVATION to <ON>.

In the RULE tab, click ADD to add a new VA rule.  
Select COUNTER. Click Next.

Click the counter and drag to the desired area. Configure the 
rule name, display colour, counter parameters (the count value 
to trigger an event and whether the counter should reset upon 
reaching this count) and specify the source VA rules. One rule 
can be selected to increase the count and one rule can be 
selected to decrease the count value if desired. Click OK.

If any changes need to be made, select the rule from the Rule 
List and click MODIFY. When finished, click <APPLY> to save.



Viewing footage  

Video analytics events can be easily reviewed from the Event 
Search menu 

Menu>Search>Event Search. 

Specify a start and end time then check the  
‘VA EVENT’ box in the filter options. 

Any VA events will be listed in the results table. 

Click on an event once to begin playing the live preview of 
the event in the bottom-left corner. 

Double-click to move to the Playback screen.
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